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The labor was long and the

pain intense, but the satisfactions

gleaned were sweet.

A LTHO’ thrust out from the land of our fore-
~ fathers & from the endearments of civiliz’d life,’"
~. .~.wrote Eliza R. Snow in Winter Quarters in late
spring of 1847, "this is truly a glorious time with the
mothers and daughters in Zion.’’1 The statement stands
in bright contrast to the dismal picture usually drawn in
both contemporary and reminiscent accounts of the first
winter of the Latter-day Saints departing from Nauvoo.
Snow herself had detailed the hardship of the Iowa trail,
"a growling, grumbling, devilish, sickly time,’’2 when, in
the words of Drusilla Dorris Hendricks, "there was not a
wagon in the whole camp, but what h,,a.d sickness in it and
we bore it with the patience of Job. 3

Arriving at the Missouri River, the Sainfs ferried
across and camped first on the inland plain at Cutler s
Park in June 1846. Lacking men, equipage, and food
sufficient for the remaining journey to Utah, they finally
settled in for the winter on the Missouri River, the

Editors’ Note
A version of this paper was presented a! the 1983 meeting of the Mormon History
Association in Omaha, Nebraska.

mosquito-infested "Misery Bottoms," to await the
spring when they would be better prepared to pursue
their way west. What happened to Mormon women in
those Winter Quarters that first season of their isolation
from white settled America is significant beyond
existing assessment to an understanding of the social
order which arose in Mormon Utah in the years that
followed.

Of the Saints’ physical surroundings much has been
written, drawing on the more or less official accounts of
male leaders. By January, for instance, Brigham Young
was describing "a city of Logs and Mud, but mostly of
Logs .... upwards of 700 houses in our Miniature city,
[the houses] composed mostly of Logs in the body,
covered with Puncheon [rough heavy boards, finished
on one side] Straw and Dirt which are warm and whole-
some, a few are composed of Turf, Willows, Straw, &c.,
which are very comfortable this Winter, but will not
endure the thaws, rain, and sunshine of Spring .... "4
The men’s accounts make no mention of considerations
like sod chimneys which, when they stood at all against
the crumbling effects of melting snow, smoked terribly;
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and moist dugouts walls which could not but have
contributed to the tuberculosis which killed at least eight
women that winter; floors such that washday created
more mud than it cleaned and the most compassionate
invitation was to carry one’s laundry to a friend’s
puncheon-floored house to wash. Through the eyes of
female diarists Kenneth Godfrey has well considered the
domestic life at Winter Quarters in his excellent study,
"Winter Quarters: Glimmering Glimpses into Mormon
Religious and Social Life."5 Women’s accounts on which
he draws detail best how the exiles, in that one winter,
created in the wilderness a civilization patterned after
their English and New England order. While men’s
documents record matters of state and the community,
the domestic patterns which bind a people are chiefly the
business of women; hence women generally are their
the best chroniclers.

Sexual inequality was expected
and accepted.

Several female diarists and writers of reminiscences
left personal accounts of their Winter Quarters
experiences. The reminisicences, reflecting back from
more prosperous times, often seem darker than do the
immediate accounts, written as the events were unfold-
ing. The optimism reflected in the contemporary diary
of Mary Richards, for instance, who in the early summer
of 1847"took a walk on to the Bluff where we gazed with
delight upon our City of 8 months groweth Its beauty
full Gardins and extensive fields, Clothed with the fast
growing Corn and vegetables of every description,
above all things pleasing to the Eyes of an Exile in the
Wilderness of our affliction,"~ must be balanced against
the grim memory of Helen Mar Kimball Whitney, that
"The outlook was indeed a gloomy one, and needed all
the faith and hope that could be mustered to sustain us
under the circumstances, for death was sweeping away
its victims, and want and suffering seemed staring us in
the face ....That was among the saddest chapters in my
history ...."7 But how many women were there who,
like Mary Richards and Helen Whitney, both brides of
little over a year, actually recorded their views either
then or later? Can the dark picture of Helen’s account be
explained away by the death of her firstborn that
spring? Or the brighter scene painted by Mary by her
ready acceptance into the relatively affluent and
influential family of Willard Richards? To balance the
personal accounts left by what must be acknowledged as
a literary elite and to help resolve the obvious
discrepancy of personal views, historians can with
increasing confidence turn to demographic
considerations.

Shadrach Roundy presided as bishop over the Fifth
Ward, one of twenty-two established that first winter.

Reflecting his primary cohcern for the temporal well-
being of his parishioners, he recorded the breakdown of
his charges into family groups, probably as part of his
December 1846 census assignment. His one hundred
and one ward members, he noted, composed twenty-
nine families. In figures which in some cases overlapped
he counted the men: nineteen were in good health, three
were sick, and nine were absent, three of them in the
Mormon Battalion. There were three widows. By
comparing the numbers against the named individuals,
one can determine what must have been the most
troublesome fact of Bishop Roundy’s responsibility: in a
frontier setting, where strong backs and farming and
hunting skills were essential, twelve of his twenty-nine
families, or nearly half, were headed by women.~ How
these families came by their necessities when even those
with male providers were having difficulty is a study
itself. Perhaps a part of the answer lies in the develop-
ment of women’s self reliance demonstrated here in the
account of Louisa Barnes Pratt.

Addison Pratt had been sent from Nauvoo in 1843 to
fill a mission in the Society Islands (present-day Tahiti).
As it became apparent to his wife Louisa that she and
their daughters must leave Nauvoo with the Saints, she
reflected her customary dependence: "Almon Babbit
called to see me. I asked him if he could divine the reason
why those who had sent my husband to the ends of the
earth did not call to enquire whether I could prepare
myself for such a perilous journey. His reply was, ’Sister
Pratt, they expect you to be smart enough to go yourself
without help, and even to assist others.’ The remark
wakened in me a spirit of self-reliance. I replied, ’Well, I
will show them what I can do.’ "9

Understandable in the light of the long-standing
societal expectation of female dependence, Louisa
faltered in her determination. Twice she turned to
Church leaders for direction before she finally accepted
Brigham Young’s counsel: "Come on. The ox-team
salvation is the safest way," he told her. "Upon this I
nerved up my heart," she later remembered, "and put all
my energies to the test to get ready." Leaving Nauvoo,
well equipped for the trek by her own wise sales and pur-
chases, she reflected that "! was another woman
compared with her who groped about the house two
days ago.’’10

That many other Mormon women found themselves,
like Louisa, breaking out of the gender role expectations
of nineteenth-century America is suggested in personal
accounts of women performing traditionally male tasks,
taking traditionally male responsibilities in the absence
of the men who would otherwise have provided for their
necessities.

If the male-female alignment of duties of the
prevailing social order was disrupted in the Mormon
migration, another aspect of American culture remained
intact. Carroll Smith-Rosenberg a decade ago
demonstrated in a seminal argument the existence of
what she termed a "female world" where women found
themselves bonded by affection and domestic ritual into
networks of mutual support and sustenance. "The roles
of daughter and mother shaded imperceptibly and
ineluctably into each other," she wrote, "while the
biological realities of frequent pregnancies, childbirth,
nursing, and menopause bound women together in
physical and emotional intimacy." Within that
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framework, she argued, there arose "a specifically
female world .... a world built around a generic and
unself-conscious pattern of single-sex or homosocial
networks."11

Familial bonds, already strong, were strengthened
among Mormon women in the wilderness. Helen
Whitney, recently married, lost none of her closeness to
her mother by that fact: "I did not consider that my
marrying had lessened my claims, nor given anyone else
the right to my place by the side of my mother.’’12 Female
in-law relationships became as strong as blood kinship:
"Mother Richards," for instance, gave to each of her
sons’ wives "a daughter’s place in her home,’’13 and two
sisters-in-law found in each other needed solace when
their husbands were called together as missionaries to
England. Mary Richards wrote to her absent husband:
"Jane seems very dear to me, the more | suppose because
we have been together in hours of affliction and sorrow
and because our situations are somewhat similar and we
can sympathize with each other.’’14

Friends likewise drew from each other the strength
and sustenance they needed. Observing twentieth-
century friendships similar to those of nineteenth-
century women, social psychologists R.S. Albert and
T.R. Brigante see female friendships as having a socially
integrating function. Considering the disruption
engendered in the lives of Mormon women by their
conversion and subsequent departure from homes and
communities, such integration would be even more
essential to Mormon women than to women in more
stable settings. Female friendships, Albert and Brigante
theorize, develop through identifiable phases. Initially
each person "has an awareness of ... her placement in
the social structure and.., of the roles he or she can play.

. . These roles provided a norm against which to
measure shared information." But as the closeness
grows, the writers continue, "both status and role fade
in importance. The friendship becomes an arena where
life’s other roles can be integrated and shared.’’15 Among
Mormon women both the initial confirming of roles and
the later transcending of such expectations were
essential to social integration. Women bonding to each
other, drawing support from each other, was essential to
survival in Mormon Winter Quarters and later to the
creation of Mormonism’s Utah society.

Of the social rituals which bound women in
traditional American society, one most honored was
what Smith-Rosenberg calls "the institution of
visiting--that endless trooping of women to each others’
homes.’’~o In her accounts of 556 days spent in Winter
Quarters, Mary Richards records, by Ken Godfrey’s
count, 217 filled at least in part with visiting.17 Often
whole days would be spent trudging from one hous~ or
wagon to another, alone or in company with other
women, friends, or relatives. Eliza Partridge Lyman
notes tersely: "Visited at sister Leonora Morley’s with
Sister E R Snow and others.’’~8 Such daily contacts
reinforced bonds of both kinship (Eliza Snow and
Leonora Morley were sisters) and friendship.

If the ritual of visiting was honored in Winter
Quarters, other rites went almost unobserved. Even the
rituals of death and burial became less absorbing of time
and concern at Winter Quarters than in settled America.
Archibald Gardner recorded that "when little Janet died
Ithere was] so much sickness that care of living left no
time for mourning the dead--the baby [was] laid away

hurriedly and unceremoniously.’’1~

Marriages too were shorn of social observance:
Elizabeth Hendricks and Isaac Grundy were married
without the bride’s ever enjoying the days or weeks,
even months, other brides might spend with female
relatives in preparing trousseaus or planning
ceremonials¯ Her mother makes no mention of the
wedding in her summary of Winter Quarters.20 Of the
marriage of Brigham Young’s daughter, Eliza Snow
writes: "This evening Vilate Y and C Decker were
married without noise or bustle--nobody invited¯" At
least Eliza had the kindness to honor the occasion with a
set of verses.2~

But if the giving and taking in marriage received little
attention, the new order of plural marriage demanded
much. Commenced secretly in Nauvoo about 1841, the
practice was by 1846 more than just whispers among the
elite. Zina D.H. Young remembered that it was at Sugar
Creek, the first camp away from Nauvoo, that "we first
saw who were the brave, the good, the self sacrificing¯
Here we had now openly the first examples of noble-
minded, virtuous women, bravely commencing to live in
the newly-revealed order of celestial marriage."2." She
remembered elsewhere how at Winter Quarters, her
marriage to Joseph Smith having been cut short by his
death and her marriage to Henry Jacobs invalidated by
her subsequent alliance with Brigham Young, she was
"welcomed into my new home." Living in "the
President’s family, some six or seven of us in a tent," she
reported "kind associations in this my new life, knowing
we were here because God had commanded¯" She
identifies others of Young’s wives, as did other diarists
of the period, as "the girls" and suggests that for some of
them "it was the first time they had ever left their
parents, but the President was so kindly to us all,
nothing but God could have taught him and others how
to be so kindly to their large families.’’~3

If God taught Brigham Young how to keep peace in his
newly combined polygamous households, others did not
learn so well. F~fty-two-year-old Patty Sessions s da~ y
diary reveals the turmoi[of her soul occasioned by the
introduction into her family of her husband’s second
wife Rosilla. The accounts are poignant in their direct-
ness: 4 October 1846, "I feel bad. I am in trouble¯" 5
October, "I make her many offers and so did he but she
said she would not except of any for she would not come
in to the tent nor go to work any where else he then told
her she must suffer the consequence for he was not able
to maintain her in idleness .... " Three weeks later,
Rosil{a having disappeared presumably across the river
to Council Bluffs, "Rosilla came back I went and tried to
talk with her but she was very abusive to me until PG
[Patty’s adult son Perrigrine] told her to hold her tounge
or he would roll the waggon away with her in it." The
next day Patty "went to meeting then Mr Sessions and I
had a talk with Rosilla she was very willful but obstinate
He told her to come into the tent and if she did right she
should be used well¯ I told her it was a big cud for me to
swallow to let her come in after she had abused me so
shamefully .... " Reflecting her sense of her husband’s
wrongs to her, as well as those of the other wife, Patty
continues: "He knew he had done wrong and abused me
bad and he was sorry and ashamed of it and if I would
forgive him and let her come in he would do it no more
and would sleep with me when I was at home ]Patty’s
work as midwife often took her away nights] and use me
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well .... I said if she came in I should be boss over the
work and she must be carefull how she twited and flung
at me, without more humility in her than I see then I
could bear but little from her we left her and went to
bed. "24

The account is here provided in such detail to illustrate
the many facts of the plural relationship which cried out
for resolution: the sharing of the domicile; the require-
ment of work of both wives; the acceptance or rejection
of the new wife by the children of the first wife; the
division of sexual favors implied by sharing of the bed.
The general level of friendliness between the two
women and its impact on the otherwise compromised
household is suggested in Patty Sessions’s next tersely
recorded sequence:

Joseph Smith’s sense of the place of
women in the cosmic order reinterpreted

the traditional Christian hierarchy.

Monday 26 she came in and eat breakfast
Tuesday 27 She washed
Wednesday 28 Ironed: but little said between she and I
Thursday 29 I cook still she does not ofer to
Friday 30 she mends some clothes asked me for some
sewing ! gave her an old vest to mend.

The plural marriage failed. Patty’s likely relief is
disguised in her simple entry of 3 December, two
months later: "Rosilla started for Nauvoo."

The struggle to accomodate plural marriage is not so
readily acknowledged in the case of Jane Snyder
Richards whose husband,. Franklin D. Richards, had
been called on a mission to England. "During this
winter," Jane remembered of the 1845-46 season, "’and
previous to the company starting, Mr. Richards took his
second wife, Elizabeth McFate .... This wife Elizabeth
was young (about 17 and pretty) and amiable very
considerate and kind to me Never in our associating
together was there an,unkind word between us. I was in
delicate health [a euphemism for pregnant] and from the
time she first entered my home three or four days after
her marriage she seemed only concerned to relieve me of
trouble .... " Addressing the issue of public acknow-
ledgement, Jane continued, "To those in the church who
knew of the doctrine, I always spoke of her as Mrs.
Elizabeth Richards, but even now it was not publicly
talked about. I knew of other Families at this time living
in Polygamy. But as yet it was a new thing . . ."2s

Jane’s baby, her second, was born on the Iowa trail,
and died almost immediately. Her daughter Wealthy,

two years old, was sickly the whole journey, and Jane
recorded their plight:

While at Cutler’s Park there was a great deal of sickness.
My child died beside me in the wagon. I being unable to
move without being lifted .... Mrs. Elizabeth Richards
was very ill in the tent just ahead of me and I could hear
her screaming in the delirium and she wanted to see me. I
was carried to see her a few hours after Wealthy’s death.

The two women, both some improved in health,
moved soon thereafter to Winter Quarters. There
Elizabeth grew worse, until Jane, now well enough to
care for her, was forced to barter her last treasure, her
husband’s violin, for a gallon of wine on which she kept
her sister wife alive. The ambivalence of her attitude to
their relationship and to other people’s expectations of
them is revealing in her concluding sentences:

When she talked to me of dying, I felt I could not have it
so. Then | should be entirely alone. Perhaps my husband
would feel that I had not done everything that I could for
her. Perhaps others would think so. Though my own
conscience was satisfied.
Jane Richards wrote these details of her first

experience in p’olygamy during the 1880s for the use of
Gentile historian H.H. Bancroft in his History of Utah. She
and her sisters would defend "the principle" against all
challenges often denying, even to themselves, the
anguish occasioned by the new order. In a rare
revelation of feeling, Helen Mar Whitney, daughter of
Vilate and the. much-married Heber C. Kimball,
reflected bn the Winter Quarters practice of polygamy:
"I had, in hours of temptation, when seeing the trials of
my mother, felt to rebel. I hated polygamy in my
heart."2o

Still there were those who, even at the early stages of
the practice, were finding satisfactions in the association
with other women afforded by plural marriage. Leonora
Taylor’s diary shows her visiting and going berrying
with "the girls," her husband’s other wives.27 Amasa
Lyman’s wives Caroline and Eliza, who happened also to
be sisters, are revealed not only together moving their
house, log by log, to another location which better suited
them but also making place in their household for a third
wife, Cornelia Leavitt, when she arrived in Winter
Quarters after their husband’s departure.28 Most
encouraging among the reports of growing sororal
affection among wives is the diary of Eliza R. Snow,
since October 1844 wife of Brigham Young, who had
spent her first long winter with some of his other wives:

Friday, Jan. 1, 1847. This morning take leave of the
female family and visit sis Sessions with Loisa and Zina
very pleasantly. [Louisa Beaman and Zina Jacobs were
also Young’s wives.] Last evening we had a very
interesting time to close my five-day visit with the girls
[read wives], for whom my love seem’d to increase with
every day’s acquaintance.Z9

That visit began for Eliza Snow a series of increasingly
frequent contacts with her sister wives during which
they performed for each other the offices of love and
ritual typical of close female friendships.

And some offices not so typical among women of the
nineteenth century. There were certainly distinctions
between Mormons and their contemporaries,
differences out of adherence to a new faith. How the
chiefly American and British-born women of Winter
Quarters viewed themselves is an amalgam of many
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influences: the long Judeo-Christian tradition inherited
by women in the western world; the democratizing
trends of post-revolution thought; the reassessment of
women’s roles after industrialization; the return to
primitive Christianity of the Restoration; and the
charismatic phase through which Mormonism was
passing in its first quarter-century of development.
Some suggestions of all these influences may be found in
the personal writings of the women, reflections on their
place in the cosmic order.

Pious, pure, domestic, and submissive are the terms by
which middle class nineteenth century women seem to
have defined themselves. Mormon women concurred,
for the most part, as their diaries and reminiscences
reveal. Their sense of "true womanhood" placed them
ideally in a family situation in which Christian values
prevailed, domestic duties occupied their hours, and
their husbands’ diligence as provider was rewarded by
the wives’ fidelity and obedience.30 Order placed men at
the head of the household, the family’s link with
community and country; women required no voice
beyond the threshhold. Sexual inequality was expected
and accepted. But as historian Mary Ryan observed,
inequality "was not the particular stigma of
womanhood" in the colonial period, nor was it in
Mormon times. As she noted of the Puritans, so might
she have written, albeit in different offices, of the
Mormons:

No individual of either sex could presume to be one
among equals .... Within the church all parishioners
were subservient to the minister and found their
destined places somewhere within the hierarchy of
elders, deacons, and the general congregation .... Within
the household, the ranks descended from the patriarchal
father to his wife.., and on to the children and then to
servants and any other non-kinsmen who resided in the
home ....

The Latter-day Saints building their city beautiful in
Nauvoo in the 1840s might well have simply conformed
to these societal expectations but for the exalted vision
of Joseph Smith. His sense of the place of women in the
cosmic order reinterpreted, in some ways, the
traditional Christian hierarchy. When in early spring
1842, for example, a group of women asked his approval
of their society organized to sew for the temple builders
and provide relief for the needy, he broke them away
from the Protestant model of ladies auxiliaries and
established what from the minutes extant seems to have
been a significant quorum parallel to those priesthood
quorums already in order for men. The Prophet’s
instructions to the Relief Society awakened at least some
women to their expanded spheres. After initially
detailing for them the procedures by which they were to
govern themselves, as he governed the Church, he
spoke to them of certain "keys" which they would have.
On one occasion that first spring, according to Eliza
Snow’s minutes, he was especially explicit:

He said.., he was going to instruct the Society and point
out the way for them to conduct, that they might act
according to the will of God .... they would not long have
him to instruct them--that the Church would not have
his instruction long .... he spoke of delivering the keys to
this society--and to the church.32

Those keys, the symbolic representation of authority, he
said, "are about to be given to them [the women of

the Relief Society]... as well as to the Elders [the leading
men of the Church] . . . that they may be able to detect
everything false." He concluded his talk of keys with a
symbolic gesture: "I now turn the key to you in the name
of God and this Society shall rejoice and knowledge and
intelligence shall flow down from this time.’’33 That the
autonomy with which Joseph Smith vested the Relief
Society was not a comfortable one for his successors is
suggested in the 1855 rewording of the statement for
the official History of the Church, which now reads: "I now
turn the key in your behalf [italics added] in the name of the
Lord .... "34 In 1842, however, there was a crowded lodge
room full of faithful women who heard the Prophet’s
challenge to be self-governing, both as an organization
and as individuals: "After this instruction, you will be
responsible for your own sins. It is an honor to save
yourselves--all are responsible to save themselves.’’35

Perhaps more closely connected than simply by
proximity in time--the first holy endowments were
bestowed on nine of the Prophet’s closest companions
six days after his April 28 sermon to the women--the
Relief Society and the promised temple blessings both
gave to women a prominence not common in nineteenth
century America. Though the endowment itself was not
extended to women for a year after its introduction to
male leaders, it is apparent in the words of Newel K.
Whitney, one of the initial recipients, to the women of
the Relief Society in the presence of Joseph Smith that
he knew of the Prophet’s intent to extend the blessings
to women. Whitney "rejoic’d at the formation of the
Society that we might improve upon our talents and to
prepare for those blessings which God is soon to bestow
upon us." "Without the female," he said, "all things
cannot be restor’d to the earth--it takes all to restore the
Priesthood."3~ Not only did the temple covenants
remind both men and women that men could not be
exalted without wives any more than women could be
exalted without husbands, but they conferred on
women priestly powers nowhere more vividly
exemplified than in women’s officiating in the temple
ordinances themselves. Women hearing themselves set
thus by the side of man had reason to question their
traditional position beneath his foot.

The Relief Society did not last to fill its promised
purpose at that time. Though no contemporary accounts
confirm the later statements, it seems clear from John
Taylor’s 1880 comments that Emma Smith’s use of her
power as president to oppose the introduction of plural
marriage forced the 1844 abolition of the society.37 In
kindlier terms, Eliza Snow explained that Emma "gave it
up So as not to lead the society in Erro[r].’’3s Rancor
among the priesthood leaders accompanied the demise
of the organization. Brigham Young announced in 1845,
about the time the year’s Relief Society meetings might
be expected to commence (the women met only in
summer, there being no halls large enough to
accomodate their meetings in inclement weather), that
the sisters "have no right to meddle in the affairs of the
kingdom of God."

When I want the Sisters or the Wives of the members of
the church to get up Relief Society I will summon them
to my aid but until that time let them stay at home & if
you see Females huddling together veto the concern and
if they say Joseph started it tell them it is a damned lie for
I know he never encouraged it ....
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And in the unkindest cut of all, the Prophet’s successor
responded to what must have been a growing
understanding among the women, by pronouncing that
the sisters "never can hold the keys of the Priesthood
apart from their husbands."39

Women hearing themselves set by the
side of man had reason to question their

traditional position beneath his foot.

By the time the Nauvoo temple was finally ready to
receive the mass of Saints for the endowment, the man-
woman relationship which church leaders stressed was:
"the necessity of women being in subjection to their
husbands--I am subject to my God, my wife is in
subjection to me and will reverence me in my place and I
will make her happy.’’40 The cultural norm was again in
place.

While questions of doctrine were being sifted and
sorted in the minds of men and women--Mary Parker
Richards, for instance, challenging her father’s inter-
pretation that "Adam never transgressed," that Eve
alone "was under transgression"41--the greater
demands of physical survival, more than theological
considerations, were dictating the principals of truth
which would last through the wilderness into the New
Zion. Consider the circumstances in which the women
found themselves. Take the small settlement of Winter
Quarters, beginning with the first few families in
September 1846, rising to a climax of perhaps 5,000 by
the following spring, and then diminishing in the early
summer as companies moved out--a migrant
population, but with the stability of community
organization. Demographers studying such populations
have come to accept mid-year counts as the best
approximation of the average population of a given
community. Fortunately there is available a census for
Winter Quarters which, if it is not the exact mid-year
figure, is very close to that: on 31 December 1846 the
twenty-two bishops compiled their ward lists to arrive at
the composite figure of 3,483 souls. Taking the sextons’
list of burials for the period 14 September 1846 (some
few people died and were buried in Cutler’s Park prior to
the move to Winter Quarters) to the same date in 1847,
one tallies 286 deaths. The accrued death rate, then,
comes to 82.1 per thousand.42 In laymen’s terms, that is
catastrophic. The most deprived third world regions in
this century rarely reach 50 per thousand death rate.
Utah in the 1850 census, three years after the Mormons’
arrival there, registered a death rate of 21 per
thousand.43 The Missouri River bottoms climate, the
lack of adequate diet, the plenitude of mosquitoes, the
fatigue of the long journey, all could be counted causes in

the deaths from "consumption," or tuberculosis; "black
canker, or scurvy; "chills and fever," malaria or dengue
fever; and a variety of diseases which fell under the
sextons’ rubric of "canker."

Adult deaths, reflecting the disproportionate number
of females to males in the population, showed thirteen
men between ages twenty and forty being buried in the
Winter Quarters cemetery during the same period that
forty-five women of the same ages died. That each male
death created another female-headed family is serious to
the well being of several people; that many of the female
deaths left motherless families is an equally insistent
cause for social disorder.

Predictable, in the light of nineteenth-century
American death statistics generally, is the proportion of
infant deaths recorded among the Winter Quarters
population. Of the 338 deaths recorded with ages in the
Winter Quarters cemetery record, 135, or more than
one-third, were infants under two years. There is no
complete record of births, so a birth rate comparable to
the accrued death rate cannot be calculated; however
there are resources which give a sense of what was
happening: Between 14 June 1846 and 20 May 1847,
Patty Sessions, midwife, delivered sixty-two babies,
recording each birth meticulously in her daily diary. Of
those specific babies, traceable from the Sessions diary,
twenty-two are named in the cemetery list as having
died within the first six months after birth. By those
figures, an infant mortality of 35.5 percent is
suggested .44

What such a statistical reality meant in individual
terms would be a study in itself. Mormon women faced
pregnancy and childbirth, knowing the chances of their
child’s not surviving infancy. How they squared the
facts of deaths against gospel affirmations of healing
powers; how they coped emotionally, men and women
both, with the trauma which accompanies death of a
family member can be just suggested here. In the
spiritual heights of midwinter 1845-46, when the Saints
were filing through the Nauvoo Temple, George A.
Smith, who, with his wife Bathsheba Smith, officiated in
that holy place, avowed in all faith and honesty that
"When man and wife are united in feeling, and act in
union, I believe they can hold their children by prayer
and faith, and will not be obliged to give them up to death
until they are fourscore years old.’’45 At Winter
Quarters he and Bathsheba faced the deaths of plural
wife Nancy Clements and her newborn daughter, of
Bathsheba’s newborn son in March and plural wife
Lucy’s ten-month-old Don Carlos in July. How they
dealt with the discrepancy between faith and fact is
difficult to ascertain; certainly their continued
adherence to the faith suggests a faithful resolution.
Conceivably the shared deaths served to bond the wives
in their need: Bathsheba later attributed their closeness
to the fact that "our faith is the same and our anticipa-
tions of the future are the same.’’46

Women often turned to each other in the deaths of
their children. On 12 December 1846 Eliza Partridge
Lyman lost a five month old baby, born on the trail. Six
months later she wrote in her diary, "Sister Elvira
Holmes’ babe died. Received an invitation from Sister
Holmes’ to come and spend the day with her which I
accepted. Visited with her the grave of her child."’~7
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Not only over the deaths of their children did the
women comfort each other. Predictably, considering the
traditional nursing roles of women, they aided each
other in times of sickness. The account of Louisa Barnes
Pratt is again revealing of the general attitudes. Arriving
with her daughters at the Missouri, she was
with her daughters at the Missouri, she was prostrated
with what she calls "cholera morbus," a term for
dysentery. Helped through one night by the ferryman’s
wife, she was driven the next day to camp "half dead"
with the disease.

The sisters thronged about my wagon. One proposed
brandy and loaf sugar. I told her if she would bring it in a
glass tumbler with a silver teaspoon I would take it, but
would not drink it from a tin cup. She made haste to
bring the medicine according to directions. It had the
desired effect, and I was better.~8

What might seem a snobbish affectation, the
requirement of the glass tumbler and silver spoon was
obviously understood by Louisa’s sisters, who complied.
Perhaps the affirmation of gentility in the midst of
squalor was as important to the cure as the medication
itself, or the sisterly love with which it was provided.

"But that was not to be the end of my sufferings,"
continued Louisa. She then recounts the women’s use of
healing gifts which they had practiced since the very
earliest days of the Restoration. By the time of the
exodus, there had been some institutionalizing of the
practice, as in Elizabeth Ann Whitney’s and some others"
having been "ordained and set apart under the hand of
Joseph Smith the Prophet to administer to the sick and
comfort the sorrowful,"49 but the practice extended
beyond those few so appointed. Many accounts echo the
actions of Patty Sessions who went alone, or with her
husband, or with other women, to bless the sick in
Winter Quarters. Later understanding of the
prerogative was expressed by Eliza R. Snow in 1884:

Any and all sisters who honor their holy
endowments, not only have the right, but should feel it a
duty, whenever called upon to administer to our sisters
in these ordinances, which God had graciously
committed to His daughters as well as to His sons; and
we testify that when administered and received in faith
and humility they are accompanied with all mighty
power.50

But to return to Louis Pratt at Winter Quarters:
The shaking ague fastened deathless fangs upon me. I
shook till it appeared my very bones were pulverized.
I wept, I prayed, I besought the Lord to have mercy on
me. The sisters were moved with sympathy; the~
assembled at my tent, prayed, annointed me with oil, and
laid their hands upon me. Although I was not wholly
restored, I was comforted, and enabled to bear more
patiently my distress.S1

Meanwhile the women at Winter Quarters felt more
than bodily pain, and called upon their spiritual
resources to heal their souls as well. Louisa Pratt
record s:

One afternoon I attended a prayer meeting. The sisters
laid their hands upon my head and blessed me in a
strange language. It was a prophetic song. Mrs. E.B.
Whitney was interpreter. She said that I should have
health, and go to the vallies of the mountains, and there
meet my companion and be joyful.

That the prophecy so uttered was believed and accepted

by Louisa is confirmed in her following explanation:
I was then fully expecting him to come to that place
[Winter Quarters] before I could, with my family,
undertake such a journey. I still desired to hold that
belief, but was admonished by those who heard the
prophecy to accept the contrary, and strove to be
reconciled.s2

She did complete her journey, meeting her husband the
following year in Salt Lake City on his return from the
Pacific.

The pentacostal gifts much exercised by the Mormons
at that early period were never so ardently practiced
among women as at Winter Quarters in spring 1847.
After her return from the Christmas visit with her sister
wives at Brigham Young’s "mansion" Eliza Snow
composed a justification for the continued use, for
instance, of the gift of tongues which women had earlier
been cautioned about by Joseph Smith for its potential
misuse:

Redeem the gift from long abuse
When by the gentiles shar’d--
O bring it back from satan’s use,
And with it praise the Lord.53

It was not until later that spring that the "blessing
meetings" became frequent, the "twice or three times in
a week" of Helen Mar Whitney’s memory. Combining
accounts in diaries of two of the most frequent attenders
at such gatherings, those of Eliza Snow and Patty
Sessions, we count one meeting in December 1846, one
the next January, three in February, two in March, and
then a sudden jump in April when seven meetings are
noted, all of them after the departure of the Pioneer
Company containing most of the leaders of the Church.
There are nine in May, and, in a sudden burst of the dam,
twenty-one in June prior to the departure of the Big
Company on 12 June, an average of two per day.

Several factors might affect such a rise. The coming of
spring after the severe storms of January accompanied
by an increase in sickness and death; the anxiety
occasioned by the fear that the Church leaders would
leave the women and lesser officers behind--which they
did; and the excitement engendered by the
arrangements being made to send the Big Company on
its way after the Pioneers. Men and women together
garnered strength and spirit in the meetings, such as the
one described by Emmeline Wells in her account of
Presendia Kimball’s life:

A visit was made at Sister Leonard’s and a meeting was
held,’at which Sister Eliza R. Snow, Zina D. Young and
Elizabeth Ann Whitney were present, also Sisters Vilate
and Presendia Kimball and some others. Brother
Leonard spoke in tongues in an Indian language, and
prophesied of the destruction of this nation before the
coming of the Savior. The power that rested upon him
was so great as to produce such an intense sympathy
with those in the room, that they were all wonderfully
affected. Sister Eliza R. Snow walked the floor to keep
her breath .... Sister Eliza Snow spoke afterwards in the
pure language of Adam, with great power, and the
interpretation was given.54
Kenneth Godfrey suggests in his "Winter Quarters:

Glimmering Glimpses" that the outpouring of spiritual
gifts "only affected a very, very few of the Mormon
women and was not very important when balanced
against the total experience here."ss Emmeline Wells,
reflecting the experiences of the women who later
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became the "leading sisters" in Mormon Utah, saw it asmorning I went about to work as though nothing had
of extreme significance. That the truth probably lies
somewhere between those two assessments is
suggested in the count arrived at from seven daily
diaries of the period wherein such meetings are noted.
Although there was only one blessing meeting
mentioned in the Mary Richards diary which formed the
basis of the Godfrey paper, and only one in the Louisa
Pratt account, the other records yielded the names of
close to one hundred participants.5~

And not all of them were women. There is evidence
that the stipulation of Heber C. Kimball in Nauvoo was
being observed, at least until his April departure from
Winter Quarters. He said in 1845 that "the sisters ought
not to gather together in schools to pray unless their
husbands or some man be with them,’’57 and in his own
family, as recorded by his adopted son Daniel Davis, that
was often the case. "Bro. Wm Brown & I with several of
the sisters went to the school house and had meeting,"
he wrote on 11 July 1847. "I opened the meeting with
prayer, sang a hymn, several of the sister spoke in
tounges [sic] Sister Frances interpreter. Sister Laury &
Frances blessed me.’’5~

Elder Kimball’s instruction was not consistently
observed, however, even in his own family. In an
account, undated, but presumably of the summer of
1847, after the departure of both the Pioneer Company
and the later Big Company, Kimball’s daughter Helen
Mar Whitney wrote of a meeting of several of her
father’s wives and some other women for the purpose of
praying for Helen’s return to health. The women were
gathered in one room of the house, two babies and one
small child in the room adjacent. First one, then another
of the small children began "screaming, floundering and
going into the most frightful contortions, which obliged
us to stop and administer to him and rebuke that spirit in
the name of Jesus, when the child quieted down and
went to sleep." The interruptions continued throughout

¯ " ’ " "the day, in Whitney s account, and ever~v time the ew
spirits were rebuked by the power of the priesthood,
which had been conferred upon ,u,s in the house of God in
connection with our husbands. The day nearly spent,
the women decided to consult Bishop Whitney, one the
few first rank leaders still in Winter Quarters, and
husband of Elizabeth Ann, one of the women present.

The bishop came about dusk and spent the best portion
of the night in answering questions and explaining
doctrines and things which the sisters had never before
understood. He had previously expressed some fears
that the sisters might be out of the way, seeing them
meet together so often, but he changed his mind, for he
was filled with the Holy Spirit from the moment he
entered the house.5~

Helen Whitney adds the calming conclusion to the
account. The prayers for her return to health having
been so dramatically interrupted, she returned home
unblessed. The next morning, Persis Young, who had
been present the day before, visited Helen, "impressed
by the Spirit to come and administer to me, and I would
be healed." Unable to sleep the night before, "she had
been so long under [the] influence [of the Spirit] that she
shook as though palsied when she laid her hands upon
my head with my mother. She rebuked my weakness,
and every disease that had been or was then afflicting me
[Helen had recently given birthto a still born child, and
immediately thereafter contracted scurvy] and
commanded me to be made whole .... From that

been the matter.’%°
Summarizing her accounts of these and other

gatherings of women at Winter Quarters, Helen
Whitney concluded that "the spirit.., continued to burn
in the bosoms of those who met often one with another,
and the love of God flowed from heart to heart, till the
wicked one seemed powerless in his efforts to get
between us and the Lord, and his cruel darts, in some
instances, were shorn of their sting.’’61 Smith-
Rosenberg’s description of female interaction, albeit
devoid of overt reference to the divine, applies here:
"Within such a world of emotional richness and
complexity devotion to and love of other women became
a plausible and socially accepted form of human
interaction.’%2 Mormon women, sisters, sister wives,
and sisters in the faith, found expression which bonded
them to each other, to their cause, and to their eternal
Parents.

Winter Quarters was for Mormon women the best of
times and the worst of times. Out of that cauldron they
came to the Rocky Mountains to give birth to a new
society, lead in doctrine by their acknowledged prophet
but interpreted in faith and practice by their own leading
sisters. The labor had been long and the pain intense, but
the satisfaction gleaned in years to come of strength,
spirit, and sisterhood were sweet.�3
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